
At Paper, we believe nothing should stop learning—and we recognize that for many students, this practice 
extends into the summer months. With this in mind, we’ve worked to make Paper an ideal summer school 
tool for learners and educators alike! Read on for more insight into how Paper can bolster students’ 
confidence by offering unlimited academic support as well as independent reading and math practice.

Accelerate student 
learning over the 
summer with Paper™

How Paper helps in the summer 
school classroom
Use Paper to support teachers covering new 
grades or courses
Over the summer, some teachers might have to support 
students in grades or subjects they haven’t taught 
recently. Teachers can lean on Paper to help fill that 
gap: Students can access Paper’s Live Help to connect 
with tutors who are experts in any subject area.

Encourage students in credit-recovery 
classes to take advantage of Paper
Students taking credit recovery courses during summer 
school can receive additional academic support from 
Paper. Regardless of the credit recovery platform 
they’re using, students can work directly with Paper’s 
expert tutors through our Chrome extension or on 
mobile devices.

Accelerate learning and close the gaps
Paper can help accelerate student learning over the 
summer months with opportunities for independent 
practice in reading and math. Teachers can identify 
gaps in prerequisite knowledge so students can master 
grade-level standards on Paper Reading or Paper 
Math. With that, they’ll feel confident and ready to 
learn new content during the upcoming school year. 

How Paper works at home over 
summer break 
Crush summer reading lists with Paper Reading
Students can use Paper Reading to level up their reading 
skills over break. Paper Reading listens to students as they 
read aloud to provide helpful metrics, and the immediate 
feedback helps learners improve quickly. Positive 
reinforcement tools (like reading coins) also make practicing 
at home fun and rewarding. At the same time, teachers will 
have a recording of these sessions and can assess students' 
fluency and proficiency when everyone returns in the fall.

Use Paper’s Live Help for assistance with 
summer assignments 
Remind students that they’re only one click away from 
receiving support on summer assignments. With new 
features like Voice Notes and recorded whiteboard 
sessions, Live Help has never been more accessible to all 
learners. Students can start a Live Help session 24/7— 
even through the summer months.  

Practice math at home with Paper Missions 
With Paper Missions, students can keep their math skills 
sharp with no-pressure interactive math problems—no 
matter their comfort with math. Missions are consistently 
updated so that students are always challenged as they 
practice their skills.

For more insights into how Paper can help your summer school students,

reach out to your customer success manager


